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1. INTRODUCTION 
The pseudo-parabolic equation arises in a variety of physical problems 
including the propagation of long waves of small amplitude, the heat conduction 
involving two temperatures, and many others [l, 6, 7 and their references]. 
The present paper concerns the existence and uniqueness of strong sohttions 
of the initial value problem for the pseudo-parabolic equation 
[dB u(t)/dr] + Au(t) + C(t) z*(t) 3f(t>, 0 ,( t < T < +m, (1.1) 
in a real Hilbert space H. Here A is a nonlinear multivalued m-accretive operator, 
B an unbounded positive selfadjoint operator and C(t) a single-valued, not 
necessarily accretive nonlinear operator in H. 
There are extensive works on the initial value problem for (1 .l j under various 
assumptions on A, B and C(t) which are different from ours. For instance, 
Showalter [14, 151 and Brill [S] h ave investigated the existence of strong or weak 
solutions of the initial value problem for (1 .l) under the assumptions on A 
and B which, roughly speaking, guarantee B-lA m-accretive and on C(r) 
to be locally Lipschitz continuous or to satisfy a linear growth condition. (See 
also the book of Carroll and Showalter [6] and B. A. Ton [16].) 
In [lo, 111, the present authors have considered the periodic problem for (1.1) 
with C(t) = 0 and have shown the existence-uniqueness theorems of periodic 
solutions. The arguments employed in them are the theory of nr-accretive 
operators in a Hilbert space, perturbation theory for Iinear operators and the 
elliptic regularization method. 
The content of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state our main result 
(Theorem 1). Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 4, 
we apply the result to some nonlinear partial differential equations. 
The authors would like to express their appreciation to Professor R. Iino 
for his kind advice in preparation of the manuscript. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULT 
Let H be a real Hilbert space, the inner product and the norm in H being 
denoted by ( , ) and / 1 respectively. An nz-accretive operator A in H is a 
multivalued mapping satisfying for every [xi , ~~1 E ,4 (z’ = 1, 2), ( y1 - yr , 
~~-x,)>0and2?(I+A)=H.F or each integer n > 0, the Yosida approxi- 
mation A, of an TTz-accretive operator A is defined by -4, = ~(1 - (I + n-l-4)-1). 
It is well known that 8, is m-accretive on H and Lipschitz continuous with 
n as a Lipschitz constant. For brevity of notations, we shall denote (1+ IZ-%4)-l 
by JnA. From the definition, we have A,n.u E AJ7t4u for every u E H. For the 
fundamental properties of tfz-accretice operators, we refer to the book of 
BrCzis [3]. 
We shall denote by Q the set of all continuous nondecreasing positive func- 
tions on R+ = [0, +a). By ,-2C([O, T]; H) we denote the space of all H-valued 
strongly absolutely continuous functions on [0, T]. For other functional spaces, 
me shall employ the usual notations. 
In Theorem 1 stated below, we shall assume the following. 
(A.l) il is a nonlinear fn-accretive operator in H. 
(A.2) B is a selfadjoint operator in H with D(B) CD(A) such that for 
every u E D(B), 
(Bu, 4 > a I u I”, a > 0. 
(A.3) There exists a F E Q such that for every u E D(B), 
j A% j < F(I Bu I). 
(A.4) There exists a w E B such that for every u E H and M, n > 0, 
(A#, &?U) + 4 u I) >, 0. (2.1) 
(A.5) For each t E [0, T], C(t) . IS a single-valued nonlinear operator in H 
with D(C(t)) 3 D(B). Moreover, C(.) u is strongly continuous on [0, T] for 
every ?I E D(C) E n (D(C(t)); t E [0, T]}. 
(A.6) For every u E D(EPp) n D(C), 
(c(t) 24, u) 2 -d / BWJ 12, d > 0. 
(A.7) There exist a positive continuous function h(.) on [0, 1‘1 and a 
ME Q such that for every u, v  E D(B1/2) n D(C), 
j C(t) u - C(t) v  j < h(t) M(J B% j + j B% I) / tW”(u - v)l. 
Now we shall state the existence-uniqueness theorem of strong solutions for 
(l.l), (1.2). 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that the assumptions (X.l)<A.?) hold. Tim for ezJer>i 
ftzLZ(O, T; H) and u0 E D(B), the ye exists a unique function u(t) satisfyizzg 
El E K([O, T]; D(B)) with dujdt EL”(O, T; D(B)). 
6 EL=(O, T; H) for some [ E Au, 
C(.) u E qp, TJ; H), 
and 
[dB u(t)jdt] + t(t) t C(t)u(t) = f(t) 
u(0) = 210 . 
a.e. on (0, T): 
Remmk 2.1. If  we assume 
(&l, Bu) + w(I 211) >, 0, (2.2) 
for every II E D(B) and 12 > 0, then we easily see that (2.1) holds. (See Example 1) 
in Section 4 below). 
Remark 2.2. When the m-accretive operator A is given in the form 
-;3 = CT=, dj with each A, m-accretive, Theorem 1 holds if we assume the 
following (A.3)’ and (A.4)’ instead of (A.3) and (A.4) respectively. (See 
Example 2) in Section 4 below). 
(A.3)’ There exist Fj E Q such that for every zl E D(B), 
](A,)' z1 1 < Fj(l BU 1)~ j=l” k. , L-,.--r 
(-4.4)’ There exist wj E B such that for every u E H and m, 1~ > 0, 
((aj), u, fL+) + wj(l u I) 2 0, j = 1, Z..., k. 
Remark 2.3. It is of interest to study (1.1) under the case when B is not 
invertible. Xn this case, we can not obtain the continuity with respect to t  of 
the solution u(t). Then the initial condition should be given in the form 
BWU(O) = Bm4, . (1.2)’ 
In fact, BrCzis [2] showed the existence of weak solutions of the initial value 
problem for (1.1) with (1.2)‘, u. is given in H, where B is a bounded nonnegative 
selfadjoint operator, A a nonlinear single-valued monotone coercive operator 
and C(t) E 0. In order to show the existence of strong solutions of (1.1) (with 
unbounded B), (1.2)‘, some additional assumptions are necessary. That -4 is 
a subdifferential ap, of a convex lower semicontinuous function F from H into 
(-CO, +co] (v z + a) is the principal requirement. The nice properties 
of + play an important role in passing to the limit of the approximate solutions. 
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The study of this problem and of related topics will be developed in the 
subsequent papers. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Uniqueness is easy and omitted. Let n > 0 and {fIz} be a family of functions 
in C([O, T]; H) such that ftz --+ f in L2(0, T; H) strongly as n tends to infinity. 
Consider an approximate equation for (1 .l): 
B(~~,(Wt) + 4JnBQt) + C(t) J,*G(~) =f&) a.e. on (0, T), (3.1) 
with 
u,(O) = u, . (3.2) 
Note that from (A.2), B-r is a bounded operator on H and 
Then in virtue of (A.l), (A.2), (A.5) and (A.7), it is easily seen that for each 
II > 0, P,(t) = B-lA,JnB + B-T(t) JnB is locally Lipschitz continuous in H 
and the mapping t -+ P,(t) 2c is strongly continuous on [0, T]. The standard 
theory of ordinary differential equations in Hilbert space yields that there exists 
a T,, (0 < T, < T) such that (3.1) with (3.2) has a unique solution 
u, E C*([O, T,,]; H). Tn view of (3.1), from (A.5) and (A.7), we see that dun/& E 
C([O, ToI; W)) f rom which it follows that u, E P([O, Z’,,]; D(B)) and 
d(Bu,)/dt = B(du,/dt). 
To prove that the solution q(t) can be extended to the whole interval [0, T] 
and the convergence of (un} as ?z -+ + 03, we need some a priori estimates. 
Without loss of generality, below we may assume 0 E A0 and C(t) 0 = 0. 
Multiplying (3.1) by JnBun(t) and using the selfadjointness of B, we have 
Then (A.l), (,4.6) and (3.3) yield 
(d/dt) 1 Bf&‘2u,(t)12 < (2d + u-l) 1 By%,(t)j2 + 1 fn(t)i2. (3.4) 
Integrating (3.4) from 0 to t (0 < t < T,) and using Gronwall’s inequality, 
we obtain 
1 Byun(t)l” < c for all t E [O, Tell. (3.5) 
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Here and in the sequel of this paper, we denote by c various positive constants 
independent of IZ in a certain interval [ni; + m) (N > 0). Estimate (3.5) together 
with (3.3) implies 
for all t E [0, To]. (3.6) 
Since / 2, ia = n-r(B,V, v) + (Jn%, V) f  or every v  E H, taking into account 
(3.5), (3.6), we have 
I %0>l G c for all t E [0, T,], (3-7) 
which implies that the solution u,(t) can be continued to the whole interval 
LO, Tl. 
Multiplying (3.1) by BnJ~B~n(t), we have 
Estimate (3.5) together with (A.7) and (3.3) yields 
Then we get 
(44 I %&(q” < c + I KP,(t)l” + c lf&>i”, 
from which it follows that 
I &%(t)l < c 
IIn virtue of (A.3), we get 
for all f  E [0, T]. 
I hJnB%(t)l < I A”Jn%(t>! d F(i &dt)l) 
<C for all t E [O, T]. 
Then in view of (3.1), the estimates (3.8) and (3.10) give 
I w4ww G c + c Ifn(t) 
Thus we have 
which implies 
for all t E [0, T], (3.12) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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and 
Here 1 . jT is the norm inL2(0, T; H). 
We now show the convergence of the approximate solutions {un(t)>. We have 
for every m, n > 0, 
Using the identities w = JRBw + rr+B,,p for every w E H, etc., we get in (3.14) 
(4nJmB~~, - A,JnB~n , urn - 4 
= (&.Jrs%n - &JnB~, 3 JmBum - JnBun) 
+ (A, JmBum - &JnB~,, , +&u, - +-KG) 
3 (A, J,,Buq, - A,JnB~.n , nz+-%,z JmB~,,i - +A, JnBu,) 
+ (4nJ,,B~.p,l - &JnB~, , =+B,u, - n-%& 
> -c(m-l + n-l), 
because of (3.9) and (3.10). From (A.7) and (3.5), the third term of the left 
hand side of (3.14) (denoted simply by (III)) is estimated from above by 
l(rrr)/ < I B1’2(J,nB~,, - JnB~,)12 + c I u.m - u, I2 
< c I Bl/2(u,,2 - u,y + c(m-1 + 92-l). 
Here we have used (A.2) and the estimate 
I B1’2(JmB% - JnBu,)12 
= (B(JnzB~,, - JnB%), u,, - u,) - (B,u, - B,u, , m-lB,zl,, - n-lB,u,) 
< + I Blp( JmBu, - JnBu,)12 + Q j B1j2(u, - u,)12 + c(m-1 + n-1). 
Then we obtain 
(d/dt) / B1lf(um - ud2 < c I B1”(u, - u,)12 + c lfns - fn I2 + ~(992-1 + n-l), 
where c is a constant independent of m and n. Then Gronwall’s inequality yields 
1 B1’2u,,(t) - B1’2~n(t)(2 < c exp(cT) {T(& + n-l) + j f,% - fn I?], 
for all t E [0, T]. Hence (Bl12u,} and {u,} are Cauchy sequences in C([O, T]; H). 
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There exists a function u E C([O, T]; D(EW)) such that as ~z -+ a, 
u, --t u in C([O, T]; H) strongly, (3.15) 
and 
B1&, 3 B% in C([O, T]; H) strongly. 
From (3.9) and (3.15) we deduce that as ~z- + oo, 
JflB 24, + u in C([O, T]; H) strongly. (3.16) 
Note that we have 
B1pJnBun + BWc in C([O, T]; H) strongly. 
Indeed, by (3.9) and (3.12), we get 
(3.17) 
/ B”“JnB~,(t) - B%(t)12 
< 2 / I?/“( JnBu,(t) - u&))l” + 2 1 lW2(u,,(t) - u(t))i” 
= --2n-1(B,u,i,(t), B,u,(t) - Bun(t)) + 2 I B’!“(un(t) - u(t))l’ 
,( n-k + 2 1 Iwyu,(t) - u(t))12 + 0, 
for all t E [0, T]. 
From (3.9) and (3.11), {B,u,) . is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in 
C([O, T]; H). Hence the Ascoli-Arzela theorem gives that as II -+ too, for 
every z’ E H, 
(f&u, > 4 + (Bu, v) in C([O, T]) strongly. 
In virtue of (3.1 I), (3.13) and weakly closedness of d/rlt and B, it is shown that 
and 
dun/dt -+ dujdt in L”(O, T; H) weakly, 
B(dG,/dt) -+ B(du/dt) = d(Bu)/dt in La(0, T; H) weakly. 
Therefore u s AC([O, T]; D(B)) and du/dt EL”(O, T, D(B)). 
In virtue of (3.10), (3.16) and demiclosedness of -4, we see that u(t) E D(A) 
for a.e. t E [0, T] and there exists a function 6 E L”(0, T, H) such that as 
n--t+% 
ill, JnBu, + 6 in Lm(O, T; H) weakly star, 
and E(t) E Au(t) for a.e. t E [0, T]. 
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Finally, from (A.7) and (3.17), it follows that 
C(t) J,%, + C(t) u in C([O, T] ; H) strongly. 
Thus letting H + + CE in (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain 
[dBu(t)/dt] + t(t) + C(t) u(t) = f(t) a.e. on (0, T), 
and 
u(0) = ug . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
1) Consider the initial value problem 
Ut - Kmt + Mu, t)L + is@4 3fb 9 in R x (0, T), 
u(x, 0) = u&) in R, 
(4.1) 
where u = u(x, t), g(., .) is a function on R x [0, T] and /3(.) a multivalued 
function on R. 
When g(u, t) = &.S and f(u) = 0, the equation (4.1) is written in the form 
Ut - zL& + uzl, = f. (4.2) 
The equation (4.2) was introduced by Benjamin, Bona and Mahoney [l] as 
an approximate equation of the propagation of one dimensional long waves of 
small amplitude in water. The existence and uniqueness theorems of the initial 
value problems for (4.2) and for (4.1) with g(u, t) = g(u) and /3(u) = 0 were 
obtained by Galerkin’s method in [16] and [12] respectively. 
We shall impose the following assumptions on /3. 
(i) Let j: R + (- 03, +NI] be a lower semicontinuous convex function 
not identically + co and let /3 = ai (subdifferential ofj). 
(ii) There exists a K E 8 such that for every 5 E p, 
I E(s)1 G K(I s I) I s I- 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose tlzat g E C”(R x [0, T]) and /3 satis$es (i) and (ii). 
Then for evwy f EL2(0, T;L”(R)) ma zq, E H”(R), there exists a unique solution d 
u(x, t) of (4.1) such tRnt 
u E AC([O, T]; H”(R)) with ZQ E L2(0, T; H2(R)), 
[ E L”(O, T, L2(R)) for sonze f  E p(u), 
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and 
cp(4 = if p(4) dx 
if 
! +m otherwise. 
Then v  is a lower semicontinuous convex function on L”(R) and (+(U))(X) = 
6(114(x)) a.e. s E R. We apply Theorem 1 where H = L”(R), Au = /3(u) with 
D(A) = (u E H, I?(U) C N}, Bu = (I - d2/dx2) u with D(B) = H”(R) and 
C(t) u = (g(~> t));c with D(C(t)) = (24 E H; g(u, t) E AC(R), (g(u, t& E H). 
Note that A is m-accretive in H (see e.g. [3]). We shall denote by j . /,, and / . jr 
the norms in L’(R) and H’(R) respectively. From the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem, (A. 1 j, (A.2) and (AS) are clearly satisfied. In virtue of the assumptions 
on g and the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we can easily obtain 
I E IO G WC I U IO + C I %z i0) I U IO ,
for every zc E W(R), &E /3(u) and 
!(g(4-~), 9js- - (A@), t)L i0 < 41 24 I1 + I v II) I 21 - 0 II, 
for every zz. ‘Z E W(R), which means (A.3) and (A,7) respectively. Here m(.) is 
a continuous nondecreasing function on R +. Since ,B, is a Lipschitz continuous 
and monotone increasing function, integration by parts yields 
R ,&(u(x)) (I - d2/dx2) u(x) d.z- > 0, r 
for every u E W(R), which means (2.2). On the other hand, we have 
s 
R (g(u(x), t& u(x) dx = 0, 
for every zz E W(R), i.e. (A.6). Hence, recalling Remark 2.1, we have the theorem. 
2) Let s = (x1, x2 ,..., xN) be a point in RN and let G be a bounded 
domain in R1v with smooth boundary denoted by S. We shall consider the initial- 
boundary value problem 
(I-d)ep - du(x, t) + /3(u(s, t)) 33f(x, t) in G x [0, T], 
U(N, t) = 0 on S x [0, T], (4.3) 
~U(X> oj = u&v) in G, 
where rl is the Laplacian in R” and is(.) a multivalued function. 
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This kind of problem has been attracted much attention by various authors 
(see e.g. [9, 131). 
We shall impose the following assumptions on /3. 
(i) The same as in Example 1). 
(ii) For every E E ,/?, there exists a constant c such that 
I &)I < 41 + I J- P+l), 
where -1 <p <2/(N-2) if N>2 and -1 <p < +a if N= 1,2. 
(iii) 0 E p(O). 
THEOREM 4.2. suppose that (i)-(iii) hold. The?1 fey every f E L"(0, T; L"(G)) 
and u,, E H”(G) n H,l(G) = X, there exists a unique solution .14(x, t) of (4.3) such 
that 
u E AC([O, T]; X) with h/at ~Lyo, T; x), 
and 
f E L”(0, T; L”(G)) fey some E E /3(u). 
Proof. Set 
Y(U) = 1s Au(x)> oh if j(u) E Ll(G), 
t 
G 
+a otherwise. 
Let H = L2(G) and set A = A, + A,, where A,zl = -Au with D(A,) = X 
and B,u = Z~(U) = /3(u) with II(&) = L2@f1)(G) if p > 0, 0(/I,) = H if 
-l,(p<O, Bu=(I-A)u with D(B)=Xand C(t)=O. In order to 
apply Theorem 1, recalling Remark 2.2, it suffices to show that (A.l), (A.2), 
(A.3)’ and (A.4)’ hold. First, for every u E X and n > 0, we have 
. 
I G B&(4) (-A+)) dx 3 0, 
because of the monotonicity of ,& and (iii). Then from~a perturbation theorem 
for nz-accretive operators ([4, Lemme 5]), A is nz-accretive in H. (A.4)’ is clear. 
It is known that 
(4.4) 
holds for every u E H,,l(G), where q > N for N > 2, q > 2 for 1\: = 2 and c 
is a constant ([8, Chap. 21). Put q = 2 + 2/p. Note that p < 2/(iV - 2) implies 
q > 1v when N > 2. From (ii) and (4.4), we get for every [ E d,zl, 
N!(a-2) I t IH < c + c I grad u IH (Q N) /(a-3) I zf! Lf- 
< c + c 1 A u , ; /3h-3)  1 u I~--N)/Z(Q--N). 
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Then (A.3)’ is \-erified when N > 2. When _V = 1, with the aid of the Sobole\ 
imbedding theorem, (A.3)’ also holds under the assumptions on p stated in 
(ii). (A.2) is clear. Thus we have the theorem. 
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